Customer Testimonials
“Flatline Bows, Thanks for the awesome bow”
Tim “The Maine-iac” Sylvia, 5x UFC Champ
Davenport, Iowa

“After recently purchasing a Hypertension custom longbow from Flatline Bows I
was more than impressed with the quality and craftsmanship of such an awesome
bow. After speaking with Jose’ Miller the bowyer, about brace height, and a
thousand other questions he invited me to his shop. After a tour of his amazing
shop, complete with paint room, ovens, and all tools of the trade. I was thoroughly
impressed and in awe of the hands on and care that go into each and every bow.
Jose’ answered every question I ever had on custom bows. He is a very easy
person to talk to, and will go far and beyond the point of perfection to fit you with
the bow that will “take their breath away”.
Tony White
Goshen, Indiana

I have owned a lot of traditional bows in my twenty years of shooting them and
have owned pretty much everything on the market. I first met Jose of Flatline bows
on my traditional archery website and he became a sponsor. Jose donated a
Hypertension longbow to a marine on the website who wanted to get into
traditional bows and an absolutely touching story unfolded before us all. Right
after this I ordered my own Hypertension and Jose used some of my elk horn on
the bow. It turned out awesome. Jose makes a very smooth and fast bow. The fit
and finish is second to none. The bow Jose built me is right there at the top of the
heap in quality, craftsmanship, beauty and shootability. I highly recommend the
Flatline brand. Jose is a great guy to deal with, very easy to talk to and always
asks if you are happy with your bows looks and performance. If I had ten thumbs
they would all be up. Thanks Jose for being a great guy and putting out such an
awesome bow.
Larry Sisco
Beaverton, Oregon

If a picture is worth a thousand words, then what is it worth to know the Master
who created the picture? I will start by saying that the bows that are produced out
of Flatline LLC are in my opinion the epitome of art and function. I have scarcely
seen pieces of wood come together in a manner that is more beautiful or seamless.
The bow I received (a widow maker recurve) is so far above my expectations in
both performance and aesthetics, it is hard to describe. If that is not enough, Jose
himself is kind, patient, and took the time to answer all of my questions thoroughly.
I truly believe that Jose wants all of his customers to be beyond satisfied with his
creations, which for me would be impossible not to be. I look forward to working
with him again and again.
Dave Hyer
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

“I have owned several custom longbows made by different bowyers. Jose’s
Cardiac Arrest longbow is the first one to have everything built into the bow that I
requested making it the finest custom bow I have ever owned. Jose’s attention to
detail and craftsmanship has surpassed them all! This winter I improved my league
scores by 40-50 points per round bringing my average to 475 out of 528 points per
round. Thank you Jose’ for putting everything I requested into my bow.”
Darin Miller
Nappanee, Indiana

“Was extremely pleased with the bow I purchased from Flatline Bows. Jose’s eye
for detail and customer satisfaction is outstanding. This was my first “custom”
bow I have ever purchased and no doubt it won’t be my last!”
Merle Mullet
Middlebury, Indiana

Jose, after receiving my bow I have to say that pictures did not do this bow justice.
Bow is smooth drawing and smooth shooting. Couldn’t believe after having bow
for just two weeks already have first deer. I really believe this is the finest bow
I’ve ever owned. At 63 I’ve owned a lot of bows but this bow has been a pure
pleasure, from shooting to just standing back and looking at. Thanks Again Jose
for a great bow. Looking forward to the recurve.
Lou Chaney
Carterville, Illinois

After becoming a member of Tradhunter, a forum for likeminded archers, I learned
about Jose from Flatline bows. What I read was interesting so I did a little
research and decided to have Jose build me a 68" 64# pound longbow. It arrived; I
was impressed with its looks and craftsmanship. I started shooting it in order to get
use to it before bare shaft tuning and I was very impressed with its smooth draw
and no hand shock. The bow launches a 590 grain arrow at 178fps + - 2fps that's
momentum of .46 and ke of 41.0. I couldn't be more pleased. In fact, I now have
two Flatlines and a third on the way. You couldn't work with a more talented
personable bowyer. Jose, from Flatline bows is a true gentlemen and professional.
Vinny Lijoi
Long Island, New York

“I received my bow from my wife and kids for my birthday. This bow is a beautiful
work of art. As a craftsman, I appreciate the skill and heart put into each bow; as
an archer I respect the quality and integrity. Although it was a gift for me, I know
this bow will be in my kid’s, grandkid’s, even great-grandkid’s hands someday.
Thank you Jose’ for sharing your passion and skill.”
Dave Hellyer
Millington, Illinois

“Jose, I would like to thank you again for the Flatline Bow. I shot a hog in
Tennessee that weighed over 500 pounds with the bow you built! A recurve that
can deliver enough force to penetrate a hogs hide that size is simply amazing!
Thanks again,”
Roger Bryant
Sheridan, Illinois

“Being a bowyer myself, having built many Long & 1 pc. Recurve bows I never
would have imagined asking ANYONE to build a bow for me. That’s until I had
the chance to shoot my hunting buddy’s Flatline bow. It drew incredibly smooth
and had great energy transfer. Upon inspection of Jose’s detail work I was
extremely impressed and knew I had to have one of my own. I had very high
expectations and Jose’ surpassed all of them. Thank you!!”
Brad Checkley
Middlebury, Indiana

“I have shot compound bows for a few years but I wanted a greater challenge. A
friend who shoots longbow told me about Jose”. I test shot a few of his and liked
what I saw and felt. Jose’ helped me through ordering and now I got the best bow I
ever shot. Thanks Jose!”
Ryan Shaum
Roann, Indiana

“Jose”… shot a few arrows with the new bow, must say I’m impressed!!! Been
shooting mostly 62” bows lately, but this bow draws smooth and the poundage felt
very good for me also!! I look forward to spending more time with it in the weeks
ahead…. Thanks so much for finishing so quickly and it was great doing business
with you! Good Shoot’n Bruce”
Bruce Gray
Saline, Michigan

“I am really enjoying my new Flatline Cardiac Arrest longbow. This is my first
custom bow and I was glad that Jose was there to help guide me through the many
wood, grip, and limb choices that he makes available. The finished product is
stunningly beautiful, which says a lot about his craftsmanship and attention to
detail. What is even more important is how my bow performs at the range. It is
very smooth to draw with no discernible hand shock. My groups are looking better
already. Many thanks to Jose for a bow and a buying experience that exceeded all
my expectations.”
Sam Ballowe
Goshen, Indiana

I have no words which express adequately the way I feel about my custom, made
for me, Hypertension. The handle is perfect, the poundage is perfect. The bow
holds like a dream and spits an arrow out with authority. The Black Dymondwood
handle with Black and White Ebony limbs is striking. The most common comment I
get is “Oh My!”. I cannot shoot groups for fear of tearing up my feathers. This is
without a doubt my favorite bow. I shoot comfortably for hours almost every day. I
cannot get enough of this bow. You nailed it!!!
Brian Baker
Lafayette Indiana

“Just received my second Flatline Bow and as I figured, it shoots great. The speed
and energy that these bows produce is beyond my expectations. In my opinion,
Flatline Bows are also the best looking bows with their different woods and
laminations. The craftsmanship is unbelievable. Thanks Jose for such incredible
weapons I can enjoy for a long time.”
Roger Bryant
Sheridan, Illinois

